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Advances in mobile autonomous platforms for oceanographic sensing, including gliders
and deep-water profiling floats, have provided new opportunities for passive acoustic
monitoring (PAM) of cetaceans. However, there are few direct comparisons of these
mobile autonomous systems to more traditional methods, such as stationary bottommoored recorders. Cross-platform comparisons are necessary to enable interpretation
of results across historical and contemporary surveys that use different recorder types,
and to identify potential biases introduced by the platform. Understanding tradeoffs
across recording platforms informs best practices for future cetacean monitoring
efforts. This study directly compares the PAM capabilities of a glider (Seaglider) and
a deep-water profiling float (QUEphone) to a stationary seafloor system (High-frequency
Acoustic Recording Package, or HARP) deployed simultaneously over a 2 week period
in the Catalina Basin, California, United States. Two HARPs were deployed 4 km apart
while a glider and deep-water float surveyed within 20 km of the HARPs. Acoustic
recordings were analyzed for the presence of multiple cetacean species, including
beaked whales, delphinids, and minke whales. Variation in acoustic occurrence at 1min (beaked whales only), hourly, and daily scales were examined. The number of
minutes, hours, and days with beaked whale echolocation clicks were variable across
recorders, likely due to differences in the noise floor of each recording system, the
spatial distribution of the recorders, and the short detection radius of such a highfrequency, directional signal type. Delphinid whistles and clicks were prevalent across all
recorders, and at levels that may have masked beaked whale vocalizations. The number
and timing of hours and days with minke whale boing sounds were nearly identical
across recorder types, as was expected given the relatively long propagation distance
of boings. This comparison provides evidence that gliders and deep-water floats record
cetaceans at similar detection rates to traditional stationary recorders at a single point.
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The spatiotemporal scale over which these single hydrophone systems record sounds
is highly dependent on acoustic features of the sound source. Additionally, these mobile
platforms provide improved spatial coverage which may be critical for species that
produce calls that propagate only over short distances such as beaked whales.
Keywords: glider, deep-water float, mobile autonomous platform, passive acoustic monitoring, beaked whales,
minke whales, delphinids

animals (Rankin and Barlow, 2005; Rankin et al., 2007) and
link acoustic and surface behaviors (Miller and Tyack, 1998).
Towed arrays, like fixed arrays, can be used to identify and track
vocalizing individual animals (Thode, 2004; Quick and Janik,
2012) and allow for estimation of density or abundance through a
distance sampling framework (Buckland et al., 2001; Barlow and
Taylor, 2005; Norris et al., 2017). However, towed-array surveys
are typically limited to only a few weeks to a few months in
duration (Mellinger and Barlow, 2003). They are also limited to
seasons with workable weather, are not ideal for monitoring lowfrequency vocalizing baleen whales because calls are masked by
ship and flow noise, and vessel presence can alter vocal behavior
of the study animals (Lesage et al., 1999; Thode, 2004; Norris
et al., 2012; Guerra et al., 2014; Heinemann et al., 2016).
Mobile autonomous systems have the potential to address
the spatiotemporal tradeoff of long-duration, but low spatial
coverage possible with fixed recorders and greater spatial
coverage, but short durations typical of vessel-based surveys.
Untethered platforms can cover large areas in space over longer
time periods than a typical vessel-based survey. While there
are several additional types of mobile autonomous systems we
will not discuss here (e.g., autonomous sailboats, Klinck et al.,
2014; Wave Gliders, Wiggins et al., 2010; near-surface drifting
recorders, Griffiths and Barlow, 2015; see Verfuss et al., 2019
for a thorough review), this study focused on two deep-water
mobile autonomous systems: deep-water profiling floats and
underwater gliders. Deep-water profiling floats are buoyancydriven sensor platforms that drift at a pre-programmed depth
for weeks to months (Matsumoto et al., 2006; Roemmich
et al., 2009). Horizontal movement of deep-water profiling floats
follows that of the deep-water currents. Underwater gliders
are similar to deep-water profiling floats in their operation
and communication, but have the added advantage of being
able to traverse currents (Rudnick et al., 2004). However, this
horizontal movement comes at the cost of increased lowfrequency (<100 Hz) noise from water flow and noise from
platform operation which could mask cetacean sounds of interest
(Fregosi et al., 2020). Further, the continual movement (both
horizontally and vertically) means that local sound propagation
conditions and therefore the detection radius around a mobile
platform may be continually changing (Helble et al., 2013;
Gkikopoulou, 2018). Estimating the exact area surveyed, which
is necessary for understanding species distributions and density
estimation, is non-trivial (Gkikopoulou, 2018; Thomas et al.,
2019; Fregosi, 2020).
Acoustically equipped mobile autonomous platforms, such as
underwater gliders and profiling floats, can effectively record a
variety of marine mammal species (Baumgartner et al., 2013;

INTRODUCTION
Passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) is a cost-effective, noninvasive tool for surveying marine mammal populations,
particularly cryptic species such as deep-diving beaked whales
(Zimmer et al., 2008; Yack et al., 2013) and minke whales
(Balaenoptera acutorostrata; Martin et al., 2013; Risch et al., 2013)
for which visual sighting methods are less effective (Rankin and
Barlow, 2005; Barlow and Gisiner, 2006). Commonly used PAM
methodologies include fixed (autonomous or cabled) platforms
as either single sensors or arrays of sensors, and arrays of
hydrophones towed behind a vessel (Mellinger et al., 2007;
von Benda-Beckmann et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2013; Yack
et al., 2013; Baumann-Pickering et al., 2014; Širović et al., 2015;
Henderson et al., 2016; Norris et al., 2017). Different recording
platforms have tradeoffs in survey coverage over space and time
(Van Parijs et al., 2009).
Fixed autonomous recorders are valuable tools for monitoring
marine mammals, but they have a variety of limitations. They
are typically deployed for long time periods (months to years),
but spatial coverage is limited to a specific detection radius
around the unit (Mellinger et al., 2007). This detection radius
is dependent on various factors including source level and
frequency of the target signal, the location, directivity, and
behavior of the vocalizing animal, local sound propagation
conditions, and ambient noise levels (Urick, 1983; Kuperman
and Roux, 2007; Mellinger et al., 2007; Zimmer et al., 2008;
Ward et al., 2011; Helble et al., 2013; Gkikopoulou, 2018). Mean
detection radii can range from many tens of kilometers for a
low-frequency baleen whale call (Stafford et al., 2007; Širović
et al., 2007) to only a few hundred meters for a highly directional
and ultrasonic porpoise echolocation click (Kyhn et al., 2012).
Deployment locations may be limited by accessibility to the
monitoring area and seafloor depth. For example, deploying
a fixed autonomous recorder in offshore, deep waters can be
logistically difficult. Multiple fixed recorders can be deployed in
an array configuration to cover a larger spatial area than a single
instrument, and some instruments are cabled to land to provide
real-time data streams (Jarvis et al., 2014; Klinck et al., 2016).
However, increasing the number of recorders increases costs
and produces terabytes of data that can be difficult to analyze
efficiently (Van Parijs et al., 2009; Roch et al., 2016).
Towed arrays solve some of the spatial limitations of fixed
hydrophones but have additional logistical constraints. They
provide improved spatial coverage; a ship can survey across a
variety of habitat types in a short time period (Mellinger et al.,
2007). Additionally, visual observers on ship-borne surveys can
visually confirm recorded species and identify non-vocalizing
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(Sea-Bird Electronics, Inc., Bellevue, WA, United States) that
provides in situ measurements of salinity and temperature.
Therefore sound speed profiles for the study area can be
accurately measured throughout the survey.
The QUEphone is a modified APEXTM float (Teledyne Webb
Research, North Falmouth, MA, United States; Matsumoto et al.,
2006). The QUEphone’s depth is controlled by changes in
buoyancy in a manner similar to the Seaglider. It is capable
of descending to 1500 m. Once at the programmed depth, it
drifts passively with the currents rather than navigating between
specified waypoints. Dive depth and timing of surface intervals
are controlled remotely via satellite.
Both the Seaglider and QUEphone were outfitted with
an acoustic recording system, the Wideband Intelligent
Signal Processor and Recorder (WISPR; Embedded Ocean
Systems, Inc., Boston, MA, United States). WISPR can record
continuously at a 125 kHz sampling rate with 16-bit resolution
(±5 V clipping level; Matsumoto et al., 2015). The recording
system on both the glider and float can be programmed to turn
on and off at a specific depth and can be reconfigured remotely
via satellite. Both the Seaglider and QUEphone were equipped
with HTI-92-WB hydrophones with sensitivities of −162.5
(Seaglider) and −174.7 dB (QUEphone) and a flat frequency
response (±3 dB) from 2 Hz to 50 kHz (High Tech Inc., Gulfport,
MS, United States). The WISPR system applies a pre-whitening
filter configured for typical deep ocean ambient noise to optimize
the dynamic range of the system; the spectral effects of this filter
were reversed (removed) before the analysis described below.
The WISPR system has a relatively low system noise floor. Above
20 kHz the noise floor is approximately 28 dB re 1 µPa2 /Hz and
approaches ambient sound levels at sea state zero.
The HARP is a stationary autonomous recorder that has been
used in many marine mammal PAM studies (e.g., Hildebrand
et al., 2015; Širović et al., 2015; Wiggins and Hildebrand, 2016).
It can record continuously or at a pre-programmed duty cycle at
up to 320 kHz and 16-bit resolution for extended periods, and in
this configuration, had a relatively flat system sensitivity across
all frequencies. The noise floor of the HARP above 20 kHz was
higher than that of low wind and low sea state ambient sound
levels (Wiggins et al., 2018). From 30 to 60 kHz, the noise floor
of the HARP was about 10 dB higher (38 dB re 1 µPa2 /Hz)
than that of the WISPR system. Clipping levels were reached at
about 170 dB re 1 µPa2 /Hz with the HARP. This resulted in
a smaller detection range than the WISPR system yet allowed
animals closer to be recorded without clipping.

Matsumoto et al., 2013; Nieukirk et al., 2016; Küsel et al.,
2017) including beaked whales (Klinck et al., 2012), delphinids
(Silva et al., 2019), and minke whales (Klinck et al., 2015).
Detection rates of the low-frequency fin whale (Balaenoptera
physalus) 20-Hz pulse have been quantitatively compared to
a cabled bottom-mounted hydrophone array (Fregosi et al.,
2020). However, no quantitative comparison has been made
of detection capabilities for these platforms relative to other
well-characterized bottom-moored systems, such as the Highfrequency Acoustic Recording Package (HARP; Wiggins and
Hildebrand, 2007). This comparison is helpful as mobile
autonomous recorders become more widely used for marine
mammal monitoring. In order to ensure that any differences in
results collected by different systems are in fact indicative of real
differences in animal distribution, abundance, and/or behavior, it
is important we understand the differences introduced by each
PAM recorder and platform.
We present results from an experiment in which a glider
(Seaglider) and a deep-water profiling float (QUEphone)
outfitted with autonomous hydrophone recorders were deployed
simultaneously in the vicinity of two fixed recorders (HARPs).
The recorders were deployed in the Catalina Basin within the
Southern California Bight, where many marine mammal species
are known to occur (Barlow, 2016). We compare detection
rates for three types of marine mammal vocalizations – beaked
whale echolocation clicks, small delphinid whistles and clicks,
and minke whale boings – at several temporal scales (by
call, encounter, hour, and day). We compare and contrast
each vehicle’s capabilities and discuss likely causes of observed
differences. Finally, we provide recommendations for future
applications of mobile autonomous vehicles for monitoring a
variety of marine mammal species.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Recording Platforms and PAM Systems
The SeagliderTM (Huntington Ingalls Industries, Lynnwood,
WA, United States; Eriksen et al., 2001) is a buoyancy-driven,
deep-diving autonomous vehicle capable of descending and
ascending between the surface and 1000 m depth. Buoyancy
is controlled by pumping oil between a reservoir in the
glider’s pressure housing and an external bladder, changing
the glider’s volume and hence density. The resultant vertical
motion is converted to horizontal motion by the glider’s
wings. Longitudinal and rotational movement of the internal
batteries moves the glider’s center of gravity and provide
changes in vehicle roll and pitch, allowing the vehicle to be
steered toward a waypoint. When at the surface, the glider is
remotely programmed by a shore-based pilot via IridiumTM
satellite communications to transit between specified waypoints.
Typical speeds are 0.25 m/s (0.5 knots) horizontally and 0.10–
0.15 m/s (0.2–0.3 knots) vertically. Dive cycle durations are
dive-depth dependent and typically last 4–6 h, with brief
(5–10 min) surface intervals for communication with the
shore-based pilot. Additionally, the Seaglider is outfitted with
an unpumped conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) sensor
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Field Experiment
Two HARPs (H01 and H02), one Seaglider (SG607), and one
QUEphone (Q003) were deployed and operated in the Catalina
Basin from 19 July to 2 August 2016. The Catalina Basin is a steepwalled ocean basin between Santa Catalina and San Clemente
Islands, California, with a basin floor depth of approximately
1000–1300 m. The HARPs were deployed on 19 July near the
center of the basin at a depth of roughly 1,250 m with 4 km
of separation (Figure 1). The two instruments were aligned
to follow the dominant surface current observed in situ (from
deployed surface floats) on the day of deployment. The two
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FIGURE 1 | Map of deployment area and recording platform locations. HARPs H01 and H02 are shown as colored squares (yellow and purple). Red lines indicate
the glider track; the portion departing to the north was when the glider was directed closer to shore for recovery at the end of the experiment. Blue lines indicate
QUEphone drift tracks and are labeled in chronological order. Drift direction of the QUEphone was generally from the southeast to the northwest. Mobile platform
tracks are straight line interpolations between known GPS surface locations. Bathymetry is shown in 100 m contours from –100 m (lightest gray) to –1300 m
(darkest gray). Bathymetry data is from NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Information (Amante and Eakins, 2009). The inset shows the Channel Islands and
Southern California Bight Region of Southern California with the study area outlined in red.

area, with adjustments made each day based on the previous
day’s observed drift patterns. Acoustic data were collected by
the glider and QUEphone continuously at a 125 kHz sample
rate when the platforms were at depths greater than 25 m (to
exclude near-surface periods with unusable recordings due to
loud surface noise); frequencies in the recordings could be used
up to approximately 60 kHz.

HARPs began recording 20 July 2016 at 1100 UTC (H02) and
1200 UTC (H01) and recorded continuously at 200 kHz sample
rate with 16-bit resolution. They were recovered at approximately
0800 UTC on 2 August 2016.
The Seaglider was also deployed 19 July 2016 and transited
back and forth over the HARPs. The track lines extended
4 km (approximate distance covered in one dive cycle) to the
northwest of H01 and 4 km to the southeast of H02 to also
follow the dominant surface current (Figure 1). The Seaglider
was programmed to dive to 990 m depth (maximum possible
depth) and each dive cycle lasted approximately 4–5 h. The glider
was recovered on 1 August 2016 after being piloted away from
the HARPs toward the shore of Catalina Island. The QUEphone
was deployed 20 July 2016 approximately 4 km southeast of
H02 and allowed to drift at 500 m depth for 48 h before being
recovered. This drift depth was selected to keep the QUEphone
relatively deep but reduce the risk it would hit the seafloor if
it drifted toward the steep walls of the basin. It was repeatedly
recovered and redeployed over the next 13 days for a total of five
drifts (Table 1). The QUEphone drifted generally northwest in
line with the glider’s transits and HARP deployment locations,
but current variation changed the drift pattern slightly from day
to day (Figure 1). All deployments occurred within a 5 km2
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Acoustic Analyses
Beaked Whales
A two-step detection and validation method, modified from
Baumann-Pickering et al. (2013), was used to identify acoustic
detections of beaked whales and other odontocetes on all
platforms. The general method involved stages of click detection,
grouping of clicks into an event, and grouping of events
into an encounter. Click detection included running a twostep click detector (Soldevilla et al., 2008) in the MatlabTM based (v2013b, Mathworks, Natick, MA, United States) software
package “Triton” (v1.63, Scripps Whale Acoustics Lab, Scripps
Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, CA, United States), and
measuring spectral and temporal features of each click using
custom Matlab code (Baumann-Pickering et al., 2013). Detected
clicks were classified as possible beaked whale clicks if peak
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TABLE 1 | Deployment and recovery times for each recording platform (Seaglider – SG607, QUEphone – Q003, and HARPs – H01 and H02).
Platform
SG607
Q003

Deployed [UTC]

Recovered [UTC]

Recording duration [h]

Distance traveled [km]

7/19/16 16:14

8/1/16 17:47

290.4

216.4

drift 1

7/21/16 18:50

7/23/16 14:57

41.9

12.6

drift 2

7/23/16 17:00

7/25/16 14:56

44.6

9.7

drift 3

7/26/16 15:54

7/28/16 14:48

44.8

14.4

drift 4

7/28/16 15:55

7/30/16 14:55

45.6

14.1

drift 5

7/30/16 18:08

8/1/16 14:57

42.6

12.5

all

7/21/16 18:50

8/1/16 14:57

219.5

63.3

H01

7/20/16 12:00

8/2/16 8:03

308.1

Stationary

H02

7/20/16 11:00

8/2/16 7:25

308.4

Stationary

Recording start times are given for H01 and H02 rather than deployment times; recording was programmed to begin several hours after the HARPs were deployed.
Deployment and recovery times, recording durations, and distances traveled are given individually for each QUEphone drift (italicized rows) as well as the sum of all drifts
(’all’).

number of days containing click-positive minutes were quantified
for each platform.
Spatial distribution of each platform at the time of each clickpositive minute and encounter was used to help inform our
interpretation of differences in detection rates of click-positive
minutes and number and timing of encounters across platform
type. First, an estimated “listening space,” using a 3.5 km radius
circle (area: 38.5 km2 ), was created around each platform location
for every minute of the experiment. This buffer size was selected
as an estimate of the maximum detection range of beaked whales
by a HARP, as modeled in Hildebrand et al. (2015). While we
may expect the maximum listening radius for the Seaglider and
QUEphone to be further than the HARPs because of the lower
noise floor above 20 kHz, we used 3.5 km for all recorders as
a conservative estimate. This estimated listening space is not
an empirical measure of maximum detection volume, which
continuously changes with horizontal and especially vertical
location of the mobile systems, but is a very simplified estimate
used to illustrate the potential spatial drivers of detection rate
differences. Locations for mobile platforms were calculated from
straight-line interpolations between surfacing GPS positions.
Percentages were quantified of recording minutes in which
each mobile recorder’s 3.5 km radius listening space overlapped
with the listening space around both HARPs by at least 33%.
A threshold of 33% overlap was selected to match the spatial
overlap percentage of the two HARPs’ listening space with one
another. Then, the number of click-positive minutes (for each
species identified) that occurred within this buffer overlap period
was summed and the percentage of overlapped recording time
with clicks was calculated.
Additionally, the horizontal distance from each recorder to the
other three deep-water recorders was measured for each beaked
whale encounter. Encounter location for the mobile platforms
was defined as the median latitude and longitude of the platform
within the encounter start and end time. Histograms were
generated for distances to other recorders both when encounters
were and were not simultaneously detected on other recorders.
To investigate whether beaked whale detections varied with
mobile platform depth, the depth at the start of each recording
minute was extracted and grouped into 10-m bins. Bins of 10 m
depth were selected because the glider typically does not descend

frequency was above 32 kHz, center frequency above 25 kHz,
duration at least 0.355 ms, and slope at least 23 kHz/ms
(Baumann-Pickering et al., 2013). To be included in further
analysis, a minimum of seven clicks in each event was required
(events were defined as a 75-s segment for HARP recordings
and a 120-s segment for WISPR recordings, selected from
recorded file durations). If more than 13% of all initially
detected echolocation signals remained after applying these
criteria, the event was classified to have beaked whale clicks.
Experienced analysts, under the supervision of co-author SBP,
visually assessed each event’s clicks to classify it as either a
beaked whale [to the species level, using Baumann-Pickering
et al. (2013) when possible] or “other.” Beaked whale species
that are known to occur in this region and are identifiable by
echolocation clicks include Baird’s (Berardius bairdii), Blainville’s
(Mesoplodon densirostris), Cuvier’s (Ziphius cavirostris), and
Stejneger’s (Mesoplodon stejnegeri) beaked whales (Dawson et al.,
1998; Madsen et al., 2005; Zimmer et al., 2005; Johnson et al.,
2006; Baumann-Pickering et al., 2014, 2018; Stimpert et al.,
2014; Keating et al., 2016). Additionally, three unknown beaked
whale click types, BW37V, BW40, and BW43 have been recorded
in Southern California. These signals may be attributed to
Hubbs’ (Mesoplodon carlhubbsi, BW37V and BW40) and Perrin’s
(Mesoplodon perrini, BW43) beaked whales (Baumann-Pickering
et al., 2014; Griffiths et al., 2018). Inter-click-interval and mean
click spectra were used as the primary discriminating features for
species identification of each event.
Click presence or absence per 1-min bin was quantified; a
minute containing a beaked whale click is here called a clickpositive minute. The total number of 1-min bins containing clicks
was normalized by the total number of 1-min bins recorded
by each hydrophone. Click-positive minutes that were within
30 min of each other were merged into a single encounter.
The mean encounter length was calculated for each platform
type. If encounters overlapped in time by at least 1 min, they
were identified as a simultaneously detected encounter across
platform types. To ensure no encounters of beaked whales
were missed, if an encounter occurred on one platform but
not one or more others, recordings on the other platforms
during the encounter time were visually inspected for beaked
whales clicks. Additionally, percent of recorded hours and
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or ascend greater than 10 m in 1 min. Then the proportion of
the recording minutes in each depth bin that contained Cuvier’s
beaked whale clicks was calculated.

RESULTS
Recording Durations
Total recording duration varied across recording systems due
to differences in platform operation and deployment durations.
Because they recorded continuously, both HARPS recorded
during 309 1-h bins over 14 days, a total of 308.1 h for
H01 and 308.4 h for H02. The glider recorded for 290.4 h
over 14 days (314 1-h bins, including partial hours). The
reduction in total hours recorded compared to the HARPs
was because the recording system was turned off at depths
shallower than 25 m. The glider traveled over 200 km. The
QUEphone recorded for a total of 219.5 h over 12 days (229
1-h bins, including partial hours). The QUEphone experienced
buoyancy and programmatic issues and was not deployed on all
days, resulting in the reduced recording hours (see deployment
schedule in Table 1). Each of the five QUEphone drifts spanned
42–45 h, and in total, the QUEphone drifted 63.3 km.

Delphinids
Recordings of whistles and/or echolocation clicks produced by
small, shallow-diving delphinids (in this area mostly Delphinus
delphis and Tursiops truncatus) were identified manually through
visual inspection of Long Term Spectral Average plots (LTSAs;
Wiggins and Hildebrand, 2007) created and viewed in the
Triton Software Package (v1.93). LTSAs were calculated on
the full-bandwidth recordings using a 5 s time average and
100 Hz frequency average. Start and end times of clicking or
whistling bouts were marked, and occurrence was quantified
as hourly and daily presence or absence of clicks and/or
whistles. Percentage of total hours and days with delphinid
clicks or whistles was calculated. Similarity in the temporal
patterns of delphinid presence was assessed by calculating
Pearson’s correlation coefficients for hourly presence or absence
of clicks or whistles, pairwise between each platform. Because
delphinid clicks and whistles were so prevalent, and encounter
durations could span tens of hours, no encounter-based analysis
was conducted.

Beaked Whales
The QUEphone had the most beaked whale click detections
at all analysis scales, with 125 min containing Cuvier’s beaked
whale clicks (0.95% of the total recording minutes; Table 2).
Beaked whale clicks were detected on the QUEphone during 13
of 229 total hours of recording (5.68%) and on 6 of 12 (50%)
recording days (Table 2 and Figure 2). The glider had the secondmost beaked whale detections, with 66 min of Cuvier’s beaked
whale clicks (0.38% of recorded minutes) recorded during 8
of 314 recording hours (2.55%), on 5 of 14 (36%) recording
days (Table 2 and Figure 2). H01 recorded both Cuvier’s
beaked whale clicks (51 min, 0.28%) and click type BW43 clicks
(7 min, 0.038%) spanning 8 of 309 recording hours (2.59%),
on 5 of 14 (36%) recording days (Table 2 and Figure 2). H02
recorded 60 min containing Cuvier’s beaked whale clicks (0.32%
of recorded minutes), during 5 of 309 h (1.62%) over 4 of 14
(29%) recording days (Table 2 and Figure 2). H01 and Q003
recorded the longest duration encounters (less than 30 min
silence between consecutive click-positive minutes) of 46 and
47 min, respectively. H02 encounters were the longest on average
(mean 19.8 min, SD 13.1 min), while SG607’s encounters were the
shortest (mean 11.6 min, SD 8.7; Table 2).
The glider recorded beaked whale clicks throughout its
traveled path (Figure 3A). QUEphone beaked whale detections
occurred primarily on drifts 1, 3, and 4 when the QUEphone was
drifting to the north of the HARPs and glider path (Figure 3A).
A single encounter of Cuvier’s beaked whales was detected on all
four deep-water recorders on 22 July 2016 from 16:32 to 17:17
UTC (09:32 to 10:17 local time; Figure 3B and Table 3). Distances
between recording platforms during the encounter ranged from
1.6 to 5.5 km. The glider had two additional encounters that were
also detected by the HARPs: on 20 July 2016 at 19:23 UTC (12:23
local time), when the glider was 1.0 km from H01, and on 29 July
2016 at 06:58 UTC (23:58 local time) when the glider was 2.8 km
away from H02 (Figure 3C and Table 3).
The estimated 3.5 km listening spaces around the HARPs
overlapped spatially with one another by 33% of each

Minke Whales
A simple whistle and moan (tonal sound) detector (Mellinger
et al., 2011) in Ishmael 3.0 beta (compiled June 14, 2018;
Mellinger et al., 2018) was used to identify minke whale
(B. acutorostrata) boings in recordings from the glider,
QUEphone, and both HARPs. Boing sounds (Thompson and
Friedl, 1982) produced by minke whales in the Central Pacific
have peak frequencies between 1 and 2 kHz with energy up to
10 kHz (Rankin and Barlow, 2005). They are highly stereotyped
and often occur in long bouts of consecutive boings, and
therefore are readily detected on multiple hydrophones (Martin
et al., 2013). Detector settings are available in the Supplementary
Material. Call quality was generally poor, so a low detection
threshold was selected to maximize recall. Because this resulted
in a high number of false positives, all detections were manually
checked by an experienced analyst (SF) to remove false positives.
To further ensure no boings were missed, for any occasions
when boings were detected on one recorder but not the others,
that period was manually inspected on all recorders for possible
missed boings in Raven Pro 1.6 (Cornell Lab of Ornithology,
Ithaca, NY, United States). Hourly and daily presence or
absence of minke whale boings was then quantified for each
recorder, and percentage of total recording hours containing
boings was calculated.
Consecutive hours of boings were grouped into encounters,
with an encounter defined here as boings with a gap of less
than an hour before subsequent boings. Mean location of each
mobile platform was extracted for each encounter, and distances
between recorders were calculated. Distances between recorders
when encounters were and were not simultaneously detected on
other recorders were compared with histograms.
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TABLE 2 | Summary of total durations of acoustic data recorded by each platform and minutes, hours, days, and/or encounters for four types of marine mammal
vocalization: Cuvier’s beaked whale echolocation clicks, beaked whale echolocation click type BW43 clicks, small delphinid whistles and clicks, and minke whale boings.

Recording durations

Cuvier’s beaked whale

BW43

Delphinids

Minke whales

SG607

Q003

H01

H02

Minutes recorded

17,419

13,167

18,484

18,506

Hours recorded

290.4

219.5

308.1

308.4

Hour bins

314

229

309

309

Days recorded

14

12

14

14

Minutes with clicks

75

137

51

60

Percent minutes with clicks

0.38%

0.95%

0.28%

0.32%

Number of encounters

7

11

6

4

Mean encounter duration (SD) in minutes

11.6 (8.7)

14.8 (14.0)

15.1 (14.9)

19.8 (13.1)

Hours with clicks

8

13

8

5

Percent hour bins with clicks

2.55%

5.68%

2.59%

1.62%

Number of days with clicks

5 of 14

6 of 12

5 of 14

4 of 14

Minutes with clicks

0

0

7

0

Percent minutes with clicks

0%

0%

0.038%

0%

Number of encounters

0

0

1

0

Hours with clicks

0

0

1

0

Days with clicks

0

0

1

0

Number of encounters

45

35

48

52

Hours with vocalizations

253

194

237

248

Percent hour bins

80.57%

84.72%

76.70%

80.26%

Number of days

14 of 14

12 of 12

14 of 14

14 of 14

Hours with boings

9

8

7

8

Percent hour bins with boings

3.10%

3.64%

2.27%

2.59%

Number of days with boings

5 of 14

4 of 12

4 of 14

3 of 14

Number of encounters

4

5

4

3

Hours recorded indicates the total hours recorded excluding gaps in recording. Hour bins represent hours that have at least 1-min of recording within that hour, and
the number of hourly bins is used in calculations of percent of hours with clicks, whistles, or boings. Days recorded represents calendar days with at least 1 min of
recording on that day.

instrument’s total listening area (12.7 of 38.5 km2 overlapped).
The single encounter of Cuvier’s beaked whale clicks detected
on both HARPs constituted 43% (H01; 21 min) and 47% (H02;
28 min) of each HARPs total minutes with Cuvier’s beaked whale
clicks. The glider’s estimated 3.5 km listening radius overlapped
in space by 33% or more with one or both HARPs for 92% of the
glider’s total recording time, and 100% of the glider’s total clickpositive minutes (66 min). Three encounters, or 45% (30 min) of
the click-positive minutes while the glider was assumed to overlap
in range with the HARPs, were simultaneously detected on
either or both HARPs (Table 3 and Figure 3C). The QUEphone
movement could not be controlled once it was drifting, and
thus its proximity to the HARPS was harder to control. The
QUEphone was assumed to overlap in space by 33% or more
with one or both HARPs for 66% of the QUEphone’s total
recording time. This overlapping period contained 56 clickpositive minutes recorded on the QUEphone (45% of clickpositive minutes). One Cuvier’s beaked whale encounter detected
by the QUEphone and simultaneously detected by both HARPs
spanned just 16% (9 min) of the Cuvier’s click-positive minutes
recorded by the QUEphone within the spatial overlap. The
glider and QUEphone’s estimated listening space overlapped with
one another by at least 33% for only 35 and 47% of their

Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

total recording times, respectively. Click-positive minutes during
these potential overlap periods made up 21% (glider) and 23%
(QUEphone) of their respective total Cuvier’s beaked whale click
positive minutes.
Simultaneous detection of Cuvier’s beaked whale encounters
by multiple recorders was not guaranteed, even when recording
platforms were positioned within a few kilometers of one
another, and estimated listening spaces overlapped substantially
(Figure 3C and Table 3 and Supplementary Figure S2). Two
of the encounters recorded on the glider occurred when the
glider was less than 1 km horizontally from a HARP, but
that HARP did not have detections at that time. Conversely,
two of the encounters on H01 occurred when the horizontal
distance between the glider and HARP was 1 km, but only
one of those encounters was simultaneously detected by the
glider. Visual checks for encounters across platforms did not
result in any encounters in addition to what was found with
the detector.
The QUEphone drifted at depths below 450 m for 80% of its
recorded minutes; it typically hovered between 480 and 520 m
(77% of recorded minutes). Aside from a single encounter (3 min
duration) when the QUEphone was at 292 m, all minutes with
clicks occurred when the QUEphone was drifting at or near its
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FIGURE 2 | Occurrence of Cuvier’s beaked whale clicks by recorder platform. Top panel: Percentage of recorded minutes with clicks in each hour. Gray areas
indicate times when recorders were not deployed. Color of each 1-h bar corresponds to percentage of total minutes recorded in that hour with clicks (if 0%, no
colored bar is displayed). Bottom panel: Minutes with Cuvier’s beaked whale clicks per day. The white bars and left y-axis indicate the total hours recorded per day.
No white bar indicates a day where that recorder was either not deployed or not yet recording. The right y-axis and colored bars indicate total minutes per day
containing beaked whale clicks.

designated maximum depth (Figure 4). Because the glider moved
up and down through the water column, recorded minutes were
evenly distributed from 25 to 1000 m (Figure 5). The glider had
the greatest proportion of recorded minutes containing clicks at
400–500 m, 75–800 m, and 950–1000 m and none at 600–750 m
and 800–900 m (Figure 5 and Table 3).

least correlated with the HARPS (0.33 and 0.32 for H01 and
H02, respectively). Correlation of hourly presence of delphinid
clicks was 0.52 between both HARPs. Qualitatively, whistles
were more commonly recorded than echolocation clicks by the
HARPs. Bouts of both echolocation clicks and whistles were more
common on the mobile platforms.

Delphinid Clicks and Whistles

Minke Whale Boings

Delphinid clicks and whistles were very common on the
recordings of all platforms; they were recorded on all days by
all systems (Figure 6). Total percentages of recording hours
containing delphinid clicks and whistles were similar across
platforms, with the recordings from mobile platforms containing
slightly more hours with clicks and/or whistles (Table 2) than the
fixed platforms. The glider and QUEphone recordings contained
delphinid vocalizations in 80.6% and 84.7% of hourly bins,
respectively, while H01 and H02 contained them in 76.7% and
80.3% of 1-h bins, respectively. The pattern of hours with
delphinid clicks or whistles present was positively correlated
for all platforms (correlation coefficients between 0.32 and 0.57,
p < 0.01 for all pairwise comparisons). The glider was most
highly correlated with H02 (correlation coefficient 0.57) and least
correlated with the QUEphone (0.43). The QUEphone was the

Minke whale boings were detected on all four systems with
similar patterns of hourly and daily presence and absence
(Figure 7). Minke whale boings were relatively scarce, with
only 7–9 1-h bins containing boings per recorder over six total
encounters that occurred on five separate days (3–5 encounters
per recorder; Table 2). Two of the six total boing encounters
were present on all recorders and one additional encounter was
recorded by all but H02. Q003 was not deployed during one of the
six encounters when boings were detected on all other platforms
(Figure 7). Additionally, two short encounters were detected by
Q003 only, one on 28 July and one on 31 July 2016 (Figures 3D,
7). The QUEphone was within 10 km of the HARPs and glider
at the time of these encounters (Figure 3D and Supplementary
Figure S3). After normalizing for total recording hours, Q003
had the greatest percent of recording hours with boings (3.6%)
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FIGURE 3 | Mobile platform locations where beaked whales (A–C) and minke whales (D) were detected. The Seaglider track is shown as red lines; the track
departing to the northwest was for glider recovery at the end of the experiment. The QUEphone drift tracks are shown as blue lines and labeled by drift number.
Tracks for both platforms are straight-line interpolations of GPS surface positions. HARP locations are shown as squares (H01 – yellow, H02 – purple). (A) shows the
estimated location of each mobile platform for all beaked whale echolocation click-positive minutes. Cuvier’s beaked whale (Zc) click-positive minutes are indicted by
circles (Seaglider – red, QUEphone – blue). (B) shows the estimated median location of the Seaglider (red outlined black square) and QUEphone (blue outlined black
square) when a single encounter of Cuvier’s beaked whales was recorded by all four deep-water recorders on 07/22/2016 16:32 to 17:17 UTC (09:32 to 10:17 local
time). All recorders were within 5.5 km of one another at the time of the encounter. (C) shows the estimated median Seaglider location when it recorded a Cuvier’s
beaked whale encounter. Circle color corresponds to which HARP simultaneously recorded the same encounter (encounter detected only on the glider – red, H01 –
yellow, H02 – purple). The single encounter recorded by the glider and both HARPs is indicated by a black star (same encounter as in B). (D) shows the estimated
locations of the Seaglider and QUEphone when minke whales boings were detected. Each of six encounters is symbolized by a different shape and encounters were
present on all recorders unless otherwise specified in the legend. Platform location at the start (black filled symbol) and end (color fill, black outline symbol) is shown
for each encounter. The symbol outline or fill color corresponds to the mobile platform track color (glider – red, QUEphone – blue). If no end symbol (filled black)
exists, the encounter was of very short duration with negligible platform movement over the encounter duration, so only a single location is shown.
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TABLE 3 | Beaked whale encounters by the Seaglider (SG), QUEphone (QUE), and HARPs (H01 and H02).
Distance (km)
Platform
SG

QUE

H01

H02

Species

End time

Duration

Click-positive

Mean

(minutes)

minutes

depth (m)

SG

Date

Start time

Zc

07/19

17:53

17:55

3

3

402

–

Zc

07/19

19:49

19:51

3

3

764

–

Zc‡

07/20

19:23

19:25

3

3

765

–

Zc§

07/22

16:46

16:58

13

11

968

Zc

07/27

04:33

04:55

23

16

374

Zc¤

07/29

06:58

07:18

21

16

202

Zc

07/29

20:02

20:16

15

14

Zc

07/21

20:18

20:20

3

3

QUE

H01

H02

nd

5.5

1.6

nd

3.9

0.3

nd

1.0

3.0

–

5.5

5.3

1.6

–

6.8

2.7

6.6

–

3.2

6.6

2.7

507

–

5.2

0.5

4.1

292

7.4

–

5.8

2.2

Zc

07/22

04:04

04:06

3

3

412

off

–

3.4

2.1

Zc§

07/22

16:44

16:58

15

9

447

5.5

–

3.1

4.7

Zc

07/22

18:38

19:04

27

27

497

6.1

–

3.3

5.2

Zc

07/24

01:08

01:10

3

3

507

3.0

–

6.6

3.2

Zc

07/28

02:29

02:45

17

8

492

7.8

–

3.6

6.6

Zc

07/28

04:30

04:40

11

8

495

6.0

–

4.1

7.1

Zc

07/28

07:10

07:16

7

6

505

4.2

–

4.7

7.8

Zc

07/28

10:24

11:10

47

28

501

3.7

–

5.6

8.8

Zc

07/29

00:22

00:24

3

3

503

1.8

–

6.4

2.6

Zc

07/30

03:03

03:29

27

27

502

6.9

–

6.7

7.3

Zc‡

07/20

19:22

19:33

12

12

1276

1.0

nd

–

3.9

Zc§

07/22

16:32

17:17

46

23

5.3

3.1

–

3.9

Zc

07/22

19:58

20:01

4

4

5.3

3.4

–

3.9

Zc

07/24

12:37

12:47

11

4

7.8

3.9

–

3.9

Zc

07/26

09:27

09:36

10

6

1.0

nd

–

3.9

BW43

07/28

21:26

21:46

21

7

3.5

7.1

–

3.9

Zc

08/02

02:51

02:52

2

2

Zc

07/21

17:16

17:25

10

5

nd

nd

–

3.9

5.7

nd

3.9

Zc§

07/22

16:26

16:56

31

–

28

1.6

4.6

3.9

Zc¤

07/29

06:48

07:18

–

31

20

2.8

2.3

3.9

Zc

08/01

20:16

20:22

–

7

6

nd

nd

3.9

–

1258

Click-positive minutes with less than 30 min between them were grouped as encounters. Number of click-positive minutes may not equal encounter duration. Species
include Cuvier’s beaked whale (Zc) and click type BW43 (Baumann-Pickering et al., 2013). Distances to other recorders are given in km. Bold rows indicate when an
encounter was also detected on another recorder; superscript symbols indicate matched encounters. Times when the glider or QUEphone were not deployed or recording
are indicated by “nd” or “off,” respectively.

platforms. These differences are likely related to the areas each
recorder monitored and the depth of the platforms rather than
the recorder type. Further, these differences highlight how the
acoustic properties of the sound source largely determine the
area over which a single hydrophone recorder can monitor
the acoustic presence of a target species.

compared to 3.1% on SG607 and 2.3% and 2.6% on H01 and H02,
respectively (Table 2).

DISCUSSION
Through acoustic analyses of data collected by three types of
passive acoustic recording systems deployed simultaneously in
the Catalina Basin, we have provided a direct comparison of
acoustic monitoring of marine mammals by mobile (Seaglider
and QUEphone) and stationary (HARPs) recorders. Mobile
platforms may provide an advantage when surveying large
areas for cetaceans that produce vocalizations with limited
propagation distances, and the distribution of animals is not
known. All recorders detected Cuvier’s beaked whales, small
delphinid whistles and clicks, and minke whale boings. While
the daily and hourly presence of delphinids and minke whales
did not differ by recorder type, the day-, hour-, and minute-scale
presence of beaked whale clicks did differ across all recording

Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

Beaked Whales
Differences in spatial coverage provided by each platform, relative
to the spatial distribution of the animals, are likely the greatest
driver of differences in beaked whale click presence across and
between the different recorder types. Beaked whale group sizes
are relatively small, and clicks are emitted in a highly directional
beam pattern, so detection distances are estimated at less than
1 km for off-axis clicks and up to 4 km for on-axis clicks
(Zimmer et al., 2008; Hildebrand et al., 2015). Beaked whale
encounters were typically observed as “scanning sequences” of
clicks where a short (<10 s) sequence of clicks showed a rise
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FIGURE 4 | Dive profile of Seaglider (top panel) and QUEphone (bottom panel) showing platform depth over time. Minutes with Cuvier’s beaked whales clicks
present are shown by green dots. Date ticks are at 00:00 UTC.
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and fall in amplitude over the sequence. Most likely, this pattern
was observed when a relatively distant beaked whale swept its
sonar beam across the recorder. This supports the idea that
beam width is a critical factor in detectability and that such a
sweep would be unlikely to be picked up by another platform
2–3 km away.
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Hildebrand et al. (2015) estimated a maximum detection
distance by HARPs of 3.5 km for Cuvier’s beaked whales,
with 100% click detection at 400 m or less. Even though
the HARPs in this study likely had near-identical detection
probabilities, they were deployed 4 km apart. Thus, it was not
surprising that differences were observed between the HARPs,
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any reliable inferences about beaked whale distribution within
the Catalina Basin. However, we can conclude that the glider
and/or QUEphone spent time in areas where beaked whales
may be more actively foraging and that spatial differences, even
of just a few kilometers, are likely drivers of the differences in
detection rates observed.
Recorder depth in relation to beaked whale foraging depth
may also have driven the differences in detections by the mobile
platforms compared to the HARPs. Diving and foraging behavior
in Cuvier’s beaked whales is perhaps the best-studied among all
the beaked whale species. They are known to echolocate only
below 200 m, and more typically below 450 m (Johnson et al.,
2004; Tyack et al., 2006). Tagging and tracking studies indicate
typical foraging depths of 700–2000 m with variability by region
(Tyack et al., 2006; DeRuiter et al., 2013; Schorr et al., 2014;
Gassmann et al., 2015). Echolocation depths and the strong
directionality of the signals support the idea that beaked whales
may best be recorded with deep-water instruments (Zimmer
et al., 2008). While the HARPs were deployed at 1250 m depth,
the QUEphone drifted at 500 m, and the glider constantly moved
between the surface and 1000 m, spending considerably less time
than the QUEphone at depths below 500 m. We hypothesized
that glider detection of beaked whale clicks might vary with
glider depth, and that total beaked whale detections may be less
than the HARPs or QUEphone simply because the glider spends
less time at the ideal depths for beaked whale click detection.
However, this was not what we observed. Beaked whale clicks
were detected on the glider at many different depths, and there
was no apparent pattern to the distribution of depths at which
clicks were recorded.
A recent tracking study by Barlow et al. (2018) showed that
near-surface (100 m) hydrophones can successfully detect and
track Cuvier’s beaked whales. They found the mean foraging
depth was 967 m (SD 112 m) in the Catalina Basin, where
maximum seafloor depths are ∼1250 m (Barlow et al., 2018).
Additional tracking studies in the Southern California Bight
found Cuvier’s beaked whales commonly foraged 300–400 m
above the seafloor when seafloor depths were between 1000 and
14000 m (Gassmann et al., 2015; Barlow et al., 2020). Increased
detection of beaked whale clicks on a deep (300 m) versus shallow
(20 m) recorder has been documented previously (Gkikopoulou,
2018). It is possible that due to the highly directional nature
of beaked whale clicks, hydrophones located at the foraging
depth, rather than directly on the seafloor, may have a higher
probability of recording the clicks. The total number of beaked
whale encounters during the 2-week deployment was relatively
low, so it was difficult to assess any relationship between the
number of detections and platform depth from this small
experiment. Additional effort in a basin with higher known
beaked whale densities (ideally to increase the overall number of
clicks detected) and where the glider is piloted to dive primarily
straight up and down at a single waypoint (to remove the
potential effect of horizontal movement and isolate the effect
of vertical movement) may allow further investigation of the
effect of depth.
The limitations of each recording system likely also
contributed to the differences in beaked whale detections,

and they did not always detect the same clicking whales. With
an estimated maximum listening radius of 3.5 km, the HARPs’
listening space overlapped by only 33%. For the single encounter
that was detected by both H01 and H02 (and the glider and
QUEphone; Figure 3B), we might assume the clicking whale
or whales were located somewhere between the two recorders.
The difference in the number of click-positive minutes on each
HARP was relatively small, but they occurred at different times
and sometimes had different species compositions. Differences in
beaked whale presence patterns have been observed in previous
studies employing HARPs deployed near each other. BaumannPickering et al. (2014) highlight the likelihood that local
oceanographic conditions and small-scale habitat preferences
by beaked whales could lead to different presence and absence
observations in space and time and that interpretation of results
may be limited with a low density of recorders.
The glider, with its ability to steer and thus travel toward a set
waypoint, was able to stay within the vicinity of the HARPs much
better than the QUEphone, and thus the comparison of clicks
detected on glider and HARPs is possibly more straightforward.
The glider had the greatest number of encounters (three) that
matched a simultaneous encounter on at least one other recorder,
likely because it spent the most time overlapping in estimated
listening space with the HARPs – 84% of its recording time
occurred when the glider and HARP listening areas were assumed
to overlap in space by at least 50%. Conversely, while the
QUEphone had the most overall click-positive minutes and the
greatest number of beaked whale encounters, it had the most
dissimilar spatial coverage, compared to the glider and HARPs.
Not too surprisingly, then, it had only a single matched encounter
with the other recorders. It is important to note that the estimated
listening space used here to measure percentages of recorder
overlap was taken from the literature and is specific for HARPs.
For a more accurate comparison, the listening space would need
to be empirically estimated for this particular survey area and for
each platform individually. One approach to do this would be to
use density estimation methods which allow for estimation of an
effective detection area, which could then be directly compared
across platform types (Marques et al., 2013).
Local oceanographic conditions are likely to result in patchy
distribution of prey targeted by Cuvier’s beaked whales (BenoitBird et al., 2016) and hence provide small scale preferred habitat
with the Catalina Basin. It is possible that proximity to more ideal
beaked whale foraging habitat within the Catalina Basin drove
differences observed across recorder types. The QUEphone,
which had the greatest number of encounters and percent of
recording minutes with clicks, spent considerably more time
north of the HARPs and glider (Figure 3A). A study that tracked
Cuvier’s beaked whales using surface recorders, that occurred
in the same area and time as this survey, also had most of the
beaked whale tracking events and encounters north of the HARPs
(see Figure 1 in Barlow et al., 2018). The glider more or less
remained in the center of the basin and surveyed an area that
extended just slightly beyond the HARPs (by about 4 km in each
direction). The single-hydrophone systems used in this study
do not provide information on animal location, and recording
effort in space and time was variable. Therefore, we cannot make
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of delphinid vocalization recorded by the mobile platforms
compared to the HARPs. Most encounters of delphinids by
the glider or QUEphone were dominated by echolocation
clicks. Often, LTSAs were completely saturated between 10 and
50 kHz with long-duration clicking bouts. Whistles were typically
present as well but were not as visually apparent as the clicks.
Conversely, on the HARPs, whistles were the primary
vocalization type observed in the LTSAs and used to mark
encounters. Clicks, when present, were much fainter, and clicking
bouts were generally much shorter in duration than what was
seen on the glider and QUEphone. This difference could be
related to the depth of the mobile platforms and the directional
nature of echolocation clicks. The mobile platforms recorded
at shallower depths than the HARPs, so likely spent more time
closer to where small delphinids would be foraging and where
echolocation clicks would be received. Whistles, which are more
omnidirectional than clicks, particularly at lower frequencies
(Janik, 2000; Lammers and Au, 2003; Branstetter et al., 2012),
would be more easily detected at depth. When simply monitoring
for presence or absence at a broad temporal scale, this difference
in proportions of clicks versus whistles may not be important.
However, when looking at finer-scale behavior or potentially
when trying to estimate density or abundance, these differences
would need more study.
Additionally, the large number of hours where delphinid clicks
dominated the glider or QUEphone recordings could influence
beaked whale detection results, depending on the analysis
method used. A similar effect has been seen in previous beaked
whale analyses (Baumann-Pickering et al., 2014). Through simple
visual inspection for beaked whales in LTSAs, eight encounters
were identified on the QUEphone. After running the two-step
detection system, an additional five encounters were identified
and verified (and the eight manual encounters verified). Four
of the five new encounters overlapped with known delphinid
encounters on the QUEphone and were visually masked by
the dolphin clicks. On the glider, the detection system found
one additional encounter, which was not during a delphinid
encounter, and another encounter’s duration was extended, a time
which did overlap with a delphinid encounter. This highlights the
importance of using the same analysis methods across recorder
types when doing a direct comparison. Had the identical detector
and validation process not been used, the differences in number
of encounters and minutes with beaked whale clicks would not
have been as pronounced.

at least when ambient noise levels were low. The noise floor
above 20 kHz was about 10 dB lower for the WISPR system
compared to the HARPs. This makes comparing detection
rates noticeably more complicated than it would be comparing
identical recording systems, regardless of platform movement.
When ocean ambient noise is low (at or near sea state zero),
the WISPR system’s lower noise floor (∼28 dB vs. ∼38 dB on
the HARPs) may have allowed detection of faint clicks, which
the HARP may have missed. When sea state conditions were
2 or greater, the ambient noise levels would have exceeded the
WISPR system noise floor, and the detection range would have
been noise limited rather than recorder limited. At sea states of
about 4, sound levels above 30 kHz would be the same on both
the HARPs and WISPR systems. A rough estimate for sea states
during the deployment period based on wind speeds recorded
by the nearest weather buoy (National Data Buoy Center Station
46025 approximately 70 km north of the study site; average
wind speed 5.7 knots SD 2.6) shows sea states were typically
between 1 and 3.
Anecdotally, we have a selection of known beaked whale
locations that were localized by Barlow et al. (2018) at the same
time and in the same area as this experiment (Supplementary
Table S1). Of 23 known whale locations, two matched in time
with an encounter on the QUEphone, and two matched with an
encounter on H01. In all four of these matches, the QUEphone
and H01 were over 5.5 km from the localized whale. This
detection range is 2 km beyond what has been modeled as
the maximum detection range of Cuvier’s beaked whales from
a HARP (Hildebrand et al., 2015). We suspect these may be
examples of detections of two groups of vocalizing animals at
the same time rather than the detection of one group on two
platforms, but we cannot definitively say so because the singlehydrophone systems used in this study do not allow range
estimation or localization. Most (81–96%) of the known whale
locations from Barlow et al. (2018) were 4 km or further from
the mobile platforms or HARPs. Three whale locations from a
single encounter were estimated when the QUEphone was less
than 2.5 km away, but no clicks were detected on the QUEphone.
The closest whale location to the glider was a single location
where the whales were 3.5 km from the glider; the glider was very
near the surface at that time, and no clicks were detected on the
glider. And finally, three whale locations in a single encounter
were 3.5 km or less from H01, a single whale location was less
than 2.8 km from H02, and no clicks were detected on either
HARP. Matches of localized whales to encounters on the mobile
platforms or HARPs were rare (and possibly multiple groups of
animals). However, none of the locations occurred within a range
where we would have expected a detection to be certain (400 m
or less; Hildebrand et al., 2015), and so the lack of matches to
localized whales is not surprising.

Minke Whales
Detections of minke boings were generally the same across all
platforms, which was expected based on the known detection
range of boings and the proximity of all recorders in this
experiment. Previous work by Martin et al. (2013) estimating
minke whale boing density from a bottom-mounted hydrophone
array estimated the probability of detecting a boing 10 km
horizontal distance from the hydrophone between 0.8 and 0.9,
and a detection probability of 0.5 or better out to approximately
25 km horizontal range. For our study, all recorders were within
20 km of one another, and more typically were within 8 km
of each other. The result that most boings were detected by

Delphinids
Hours and days with detections of delphinids did not differ across
the recording platforms. For such abundant, vocally active, large
groups of animals, we did not expect differences in recording
capabilities of the three platforms, particularly at hourly and
daily scales. However, we did observe a difference in the type
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all recorders in this study aligns with the detection ranges
found by Martin et al. (2013). Detector performance also did
not vary by recorder type, with all recorders having a very
high false-positive rate of 96–98%. Sources of mid-frequency,
long-duration noise were common on all recorders. The main
sources of false positives were low-frequency sonar, unidentified
frequency-contour noise, or platform noise. While an improved
detector could likely provide improved performance, for this
small dataset, the basic tonal detector was sufficient.

single deployment may not identify temporal changes in presence
or behavior. Conversely, a stationary recorder can be deployed
for months to years, so can answer questions about seasonal
and long-term changes. For low-to mid-frequency (20–2000 Hz)
baleen whales that produce loud omni-directional signals that can
be heard over many tens of kilometers, a stationary recorder can
cover a large area, and is likely the most efficient platform. Ideally,
these different tools can be used in concert with one another to
answer a range of biological and conservation-relevant questions.

CONCLUSION

DATA AVAILABILITY STATEMENT

Mobile autonomous platforms such as gliders and deep-water
profiling floats are being used to acoustically survey for a variety
of cetacean species, and their use is becoming more widespread.
This comparison study confirms that these platforms can detect
the same types of bioacoustic signals as stationary recorders
at similar detection rates, but cross-platform comparisons are
complex. Our results emphasize the importance of spatial
coverage in marine mammal acoustic surveys for high-frequency,
directional signal types like beaked whale echolocation clicks
when animal distribution is unknown. Simultaneous detection of
beaked whale echolocation clicks was not common, even within
the relatively small area surveyed here. To fully understand
differences in detection rates between the HARPs and mobile
platforms, additional work is needed. Additional analysis of
sound propagation and deployment of a larger number of
stationary sensors over a broader scale would help resolve issues
with likely patchy pretty distribution and additionally analysis
of sound propagation could provide platform estimates of the
listening space. Deployment of a larger number of stationary
sensors over a broader scale or by keeping all recorders within an
even more confined area, perhaps within 1 km of one another,
would help resolve issues with likely patchy prey distribution.
Further, efforts to integrate information on sound propagation
in the survey area may provide additional insight into drivers of
the observed differences in detection rates by providing better
estimates of the listening space for each platform. While more
research is needed to fully understand how platform movement
may influence acoustic detections, this work provides a detailed
comparison of stationary and mobile recorders that can be used
to inform future survey planning.
When selecting the ideal platform for a passive acoustic
marine mammal survey, it is critical to know the species of
interest, understand the acoustic behavior and acoustic properties
of the sounds produced by that species, and identify the primary
research or management question. The fundamental differences
between the Seaglider, QUEphone, and HARP – the ability to
move and maximum deployment duration – make each best
suited to answer different questions. Because a Seaglider can
follow programmable tracklines, it can cover a large area, and
so may be an ideal platform to identify new hotspots or examine
habitat preference, particularly for species that are only detectable
over short distances such as beaked whales. The QUEphone
can also cover large areas, as it drifts passively. But the glider
and QUEphone can only be deployed for several weeks, so a
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